Distributed constraint satisfaction
Constraint satisfaction is one of the most successful problem solving paradigms in Artificial Intelligence. Since its original development over 30 years ago [2] [3] [4] , it has found numerous applications in almost all areas of AI. Its most common applications today are in configuration, planning, scheduling and resource allocation, and form the basis of a significant software industry. With increasing use of the Internet, many of these applications now pose themselves in a multi-agent setting where variables and/or constraints of the problem are controlled by different agents. Distributed constraint satisfaction addresses this setting.
If all knowledge about the problem can be gathered into one agent, this agent could solve the problem alone using traditional centralized constraint satisfaction algorithms. However, such a centralized solution is often inadequate or even impossible. Here are some reasons why distributed methods may be desirable:
Cost of creating a central authority: A constraint satisfaction problem may be naturally distributed among a set of peer agents. In such cases, a central authority for solving the problem would require adding an additional element that was not present in the architecture. Examples of such systems are sensor networks, or meeting scheduling.
Knowledge transfer costs:
In many cases, constraints arise from complex decision processes that are internal to an agent and cannot be articulated to a central authority.
Examples of this range from simple meeting scheduling, where each participant has complex preferences that are hard to articulate, to coordination decisions in virtual enterprises that results from complex internal planning. A centralized solver would require such constraints to be completely articulated for all possible situations. This would entail prohibitive costs. Privacy/Security concerns: Agents' constraints may be strategic information that should not be revealed to competitors, or even to a central authority. This situation often arises in e-commerce and virtual enterprises. Privacy is easier to maintain in distributed solvers. Robustness against failure: The failure of the centralized server can be fatal. In a distributed method, a failure of one agent can be less critical and other agents might be able to find a solution without the failed agent. Such concerns arise for example in sensor networks, but also in web-based applications where participants may leave while a constraint solving process is ongoing.
These reasons have motivated significant research activity in distributed constraint satisfaction. By now, the field has reached a certain maturity and has developed a range of different techniques. We describe the state of the art in more detail, and then present the papers in this special issue.
From constraint satisfaction to distributed constraint satisfaction
The main strength of constraint satisfaction derives from its ability to flexibly combine a set of constraints with the own specific solution sets. Thus, constraint satisfaction makes it possible for example to combine the planning of an optimal route for a set of deliveries with the optimization of the delivery schedule along that route, whereas traditional optimization techniques are geared to only solve one or the other problem well. Constraint satisfaction achieves this combination through the use of consistency and search techniques:
• consistency is used to eliminate as many possibilities as possible for each local constraint, and • search is used to find a consistent solution within the space of possibilities still allowed by consistency.
In distributed constraint satisfaction problems (DisCSP), we apply these principles to combine the actions and constraints of many agents in a coordinated manner. Constraint satisfaction is particularly well-suited for this combination: the combined problem is simply the aggregation of variables and constraints from different agents into a single problem. Each variable and constraint in the resulting DisCSP is owned by one particular agent who ensures that the variable is assigned a value and that the constraint is satisfied. The actual search for solving the DisCSP can be carried out by a central agent, but most work has focussed on distributed search through message exchange among the agents. This ap- proach, illustrated in Fig. 1 , was pioneered by Yokoo et al. [5, 7] in their asynchronous backtracking algorithm. In asynchronous backtracking, the DisCSP is solved by asynchronous message exchange. It assumes a priority ordering among agents (e.g., a unique serial number assigned to each agent) and an agent is responsible for enforcing all constraints between itself and all variables owned by higher agents in this ordering. The problem is solved through an exchange of messages that does not need to be synchronized among agents. New constraints in the form of nogoods may be dynamically added as part of the search and give rise to new constraints, as indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 1 .
The advantage of distributed search is that an agent only needs to know about agents that own a variable it has a constraint with, but not about the entire problem. Thus, in the example of Fig. 1 , the agent owning variable A only has to communicate with the agents owning B and C, but not with those owning D, E or F. In certain algorithms, it can happen that new connections are created dynamically during search; thus, A might become connected to F. The approach is most suitable when the overall problem is large, but not very densely connected. Examples of such problems are sensor allocations (studied in one of the papers in this issue) and coordination problems such as air traffic control. In this case, distributed problem solving has advantages in computation cost, trust and privacy over a centralized solution. For example, air traffic control is an optimization problem that is interconnected on a worldwide scale, but for reasons of reliability, trust, and privacy it is not imaginable that all aircraft movements in the world would be decided by a central authority. However, when the problem is densely connected, the cost of communication during a solving process is likely to become very high. Even in such cases, if the requirement for privacy/security is high, we might need to solve the problem in a distributed way.
Over the years, other algorithms for distributed constraint satisfaction have been investigated, in particular asynchronous weak commitment search [6, 7] and the distributed breakout algorithm [8] . A good overview of work until the year 2000 can be found in a book [9] .
Distributed constraint satisfaction is particularly applicable to problems of coordination between agents. Constraints are a good notion to express dependencies between agents' actions, and distributed CSP algorithms exploit this structure to localize communication among agents. Such coordination problem occur for example in military or transportation planning, and there are numerous application opportunities in electronic commerce.
Another application area of DisCSP is in networks of simple, identical agents such as sensor networks. While early work [1] has shown that it is in general not possible to reliably solve DisCSP with completely identical agents, simple asymmetries introduced through randomization or ordering make it possible to solve DisCSP by large networks of very simple agents.
Papers in this issue
The majority of papers in this issue deal with asynchronous algorithms for solving DisCSP. The papers by Bessière et al. and by Silaghi and Faltings deal with extensions to the asynchronous backtracking algorithm first defined by Yokoo et al. [5, 7] . Bessière et al. show a variant that avoids the need to dynamically add new constraints. Silaghi and Faltings show how to use value aggregations to reduce message traffic, and how to implement consistency techniques in an asynchronous way.
The papers by Zhang et al. and by Hirayama and Yokoo consider local search algorithms. Zhang et al. shows how randomization can significantly improve the performance of such algorithms. Hirayama and Yokoo consider variants of the distributed breakout algorithm, and also show that randomization can in certain cases make the algorithms more efficient.
Béjar et al. report on an experimental study of the average-case computational complexity of two early algorithms, asynchronous backtracking (ABT) and asynchronous weak-commitment search (AWC) on an application in distributed sensor networks. They also show that random effects, both intentional such as random value selection and unintentional such as random delays, have a significant effect on the performance of algorithms. Finally, they point out that there are big performance differences between solvable and unsolvable instances.
The paper by Modi et al. introduces an asynchronous method to solve not just constraint satisfaction, but constraint optimization problems. The paper by Faltings and MachoGonzalez also considers optimization, but focusses on solving a DisCSP with a minimum number of values revealed, thus minimizing message traffic and privacy loss. Privacy loss is also the topic of the paper by Wallace and Freuder, who introduce a metric and compare different protocols with regard to the degree to which agents must reveal their constraints. Finally, Yokoo et al. show how cryptographic protocols can solve DisCSP without revealing any information besides the solution itself. While the solution has very high computational complexity, it proves that perfect privacy is indeed possible.
Open issues
In spite of significant progress, there are many important open issues in distributed CSP. Revisiting the 4 main reasons for using distributed CSP shows:
• While distributed algorithms eliminate the need for a central authority, the currently known algorithms pay a high price in efficiency. In fact, in general the message traffic even for a single agent can be higher than what would be required to communicate the entire problem to a leader agent that could solve it centrally. More research is re-quired to significantly reduce the communication requirements, possibly with radically different algorithms that are better suited for distribution. • Many DisCSP algorithms assumes an agent has enough knowledge for evaluating constraints that are related to its variables. If this is not true, some constraints may still have to be communicated or additional communication may be needed. Also, more research is needed on algorithms that minimize the number of constraint evaluations when evaluating constraints is costly.
• While there are algorithms using cryptographic techniques to ensure complete privacy of agent constraints, their message complexity is very high. For most other DisCSP algorithms, there is no good characterization of how much information is revealed to other agents. More research is needed on measures of privacy loss and on algorithms that balance the tradeoff between privacy loss and efficiency.
• While most distributed algorithms tolerate certain kinds of agent failures, there is no good characterization of the kind of failures that are allowed for each algorithm. In general, this issue has not been given significant attention in research so far.
Other issues which may become important but have received little attention so far include openness, i.e., the possibility to add and remove agents dynamically during execution, and incentive-compatibility, i.e., making algorithms safe against manipulation by selfinterested agents.
